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A) Where
B) What
C) How
D) When

Doing Experiment

1-

Where are the books?
A) They are near the box.
B) They are in front of the box.
C) They are in the box.
D) They are under the box.

2- is / brush / What / English / in / ?
A) What brush is in English?
B) What is in English brush?
C) What is brush in English?
D) What in English is brush?
3- Clara: What is .........?
Kevin: You can use it to cut paper.
A) glass
B) scissors
C) plant
D) cover
4- "........ red and white, and you get pink.”
A) Cut
B) Mix
C) Fold
D) Water
5- shake / the / Don’t / bottle
A) Don’t shake the bottle.
B) Don’t the bottle shake.
C) Don’t shake bottle the.
D) Shake the bottle don’t.
6- Elif: Where are the brushes?
Enes: .................. are on the book.
A) They
B) He
C) She
D) It
7- The dog ................. near the car.
A) am
B) are
C) it
D) is
8- Teacher: .................... is the pencil?
Student: It is in the pencilcase.

9-

The dog is ……………the chair.
A) in
B) on
C) under
D) next to

10-

The dog is ….. the table

A) in
B) on
C) under
D) next to

11- -Where is the scientist?
- __________ .
A) I am in front of the board
B) She is in the kitchen
XC) He is in the lab
D) You are under the table
12- - __________ ?
-It is an experiment.
A) What is this
B) Who are they
C) What is your name
D) What is there
13- she / flowers / day / water / the / does / every /
?
A) Do you water the flowers every day?
B) She does water the flowers every day?
C) Does she water the flowers every day?
D) She water does every day the flowers?

14- -Do you like experiments?
- __________ .
A) No, it doesn't
B) I like experiments
C) I don't like experiments
D) Yes, I do
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15-__________ is the bottle?
- It is __________ the box.
A) Where / behind
B) What / in
C) Where / in front of
D) What / on
16- .................. black and white, and you get grey.
A) fold
B) cut
C) mix
D) get
17- Student: ................... is “pink” in English.
Teacher: It is a colour. Mix red and white, and you get
pink.
A) Where
B) What
C) How
D) Who
18- Melisa: Where .............. the books?
Yaren: They .............. on the table.
A) are / are
B) are /is
C) is / are
D) is / is
19- The birds ................... in front of the window.
A) on
B) is
C) in
D) are
20- Can: Where is the pencil?
Derya: ........... is on the paper.
A) you
B) they
C) it
D) she
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